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SUMMARY 

A survey was made of the disclorations occurring in Sitka spruce wood, 
and toughness tests were made on specimens that included discolorations of 
unknown or doubtful significance. 

The test specimens wore 5/8 x 5/8 x 10 inches and were. selected from 
spruce of aircraft quality in all respecte other than the discoloration in 
question. Toughness, or energy absorbed in breaking, of these specimens was 
compared with similar results on sound nondiscolored specimens from the carne 

boards. 

Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification AN-S-6a does not enumerate all 
acceptable and nonacceptable discoloratiàns o blemishes in spruce lumber 
and this study was made to aia. in inspection under this specification. 

Numerical data presented in table 1 show tha toughness values for wood 
with discolorations of the typos tested eressed as percentages of similar 
values for sound material, These data along with previously obtained in- 
formation are the basis for the following classification of discolorations 
in Sitka spruce. 

A. Discolorations that indicate no deficiency or slight to moderate de- 

ficiency in toughness and are not prohibited by specification. They may 
be disregarded except as otherwise noted. 

Included sauwood. Longitudinal bands in the heartwood of normal- 
appearing capwood, usually about ono inch wide as seen on an edge- 
grain face. Common. 

1/The writers acknowledge the cooperation of te $itka spruce producers and 
users without whose assistance this study could not hve. been made. Par- 
ticular recognition is due the Popey Manufacturing. Co., Hoqulam, Wash., 
Bishop Lumber Co., Aberdeen., Wash., Mor.risonLumber Co,., Anacortos, Wash., 
Crown illarnette Paper Co., Cathlamot, wash., OBrien-ranì Spruce Co.., 

Astoria, Orog. , and I1ultnörnah Luer and- Box Sales Co. , Portland, Oreg. 

a/Bureau of Plant Industry, Soil ancl Agricultural lingineering, Agricultural 
Research Administration, United StatesDepaxtient of Agriculture, in co- 

operation with Yale University, Now Haven, Conr. , U. S. Forest Service, 
Portland, Oreg., and Forest Products Lahoratóry, Madison, Wis. 
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Vertical red Gtreaks. Longitudinal streaks o± reddish-colored wooa, 
usually aiout 1/4 to 1/2 inch wide as seen on an ede-rain face. 
Common. 

Rada1 streaks, or strawberry marks. Variously shaped reddish 
discolorations across the grain on an edge-grain face. If accompanied 
by s1iht grain deviation, disregard; it' accompanied by marked grain 
deviation or d.istufoance extending over one-fourth of the wide face, 
reject. (See paragraph E-3a of the specification). Occasional. 

Pitch pockets, seams, and streaks. Openings in the wood filled with 
pitch or areas where wood. substance is impregnated with pitch. Limita- 
tions on acceptance given in paragraphs E-5a (i) and (2) and E-bb of 
the specification. Common. 

Machine burn. Dark brown to black scorches made by high speed 
machines. If limited to surface, disregard; if deeper than 1/64 
inch, reject. Occasional. 

Brick-red. stain. Brickred fungus stain.on surface or in openings, 
usually planing off entirely. Infrequent, 

Orange stain. Similar to orick-red stain except for color. Rare. 

Surface mo1d. Variously colored spots or patches on lumber, almost 
invariably planing off entirely. Common on rough air-seasoned lumber. 

B. Discoloratjons that are caused by staining or wood.-destroying fungi arid 

are prohibited by the statement in the specification that bright sapwocd. 
is not a defect and by the requirement of freedom from rot, dote or decay. 

stain. Blue to bluish-black discoloration of both sapwood and 
heartwood. Common. 

Yellow streaks. Narrow elongated yellow streaks, always indicative 
of decay. Infrequent. 

Brown streaks and. zones. Yellowish to chocolate brown streaks always 
indicative of decay. Common. 

Brown spots. Similar to oil spots on seasonal wood. always indicative 
of decay, Rarely visible in green lumber but common in seasoned. lumber. 

rown Dits ets. Small, oval or irregularly-shaped. areas where 
wood is soft and crumbly from decay. Common. 

pockets. Small oval pockets loosely lined. or fIlled 
with white cottony fibers. Always indicative of decay. Common. 

e lines. Dark-colored. lines, straight or variously curved, either 
with or without other evidences of decay, Infrequent. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Spruce is the most important softwood. used in the construction of air- 

craft, and Sitka spruce, because of its large size and consequent high pro- 
portion of clear wood, is the chief, almost the only source of supply. It 

is therefore desirable that all Sitka spruce lumber of aircraft quality be 
used for aircraft. In this report the discolorations occurring in Sitka 
spruce are classified, and. described, and the discolored wood is evaluated 
for its strength and usability for aircraft construction For the sake of 
brevity, throughout the report Sitka spruce is referred to simply as spruce. 

NORMAL COLOR OF SPRUCE WOOD 

The sapwood is usually creamy white hut not uncommonly is faintly 
tinged. with red. The heartwood occasionally is almost as light colored as 
the sapwood but more commonly is light pinkish or reddish-brown with the 
pinkish or reddish hues quite prominent. .8n occasional tree may have heart- 
wood. definitely redder than the average but it is not abnormal in any other 
respect. Upon exposure to air and. light, particularly to direct sunlight, 
the heartwood characteristically darkrns somewhat but seldom, if ever, loses 
its original bright luster. The presence of a satiny or silky sheen on planed. 
wood is considered to be an evidence of normality and, conversely, the absence 
of this sheen is usually n indication of brashness or incipient decay. 

DISCOLORT IONS IN SPRUCE OD 

A survey of spruce logging operations in Oregon, Washington and South- 
eastern Alaska and of spruce lumber mills in Oregon and Washington discloed 
that spruce wood is subject to many decolorations of diverse types, some 
originating in the living tree and others in the lumber. Rigid inspection 
by buyurs of aircraft spruce logs has prevented most of the discolorations 
occurring in the living tree from showing up at aircraft plants; and equally 
rigid lumber inspection at the sawmills and. prefabrication plants has like- 
Wise eliminated. most of the d.iscolorations occurring after manufacture. If 
the supplies of spruce in the forest were unlimited, this same inspection 
technique prObably would have continued. to function admirably and. resulted in 
delivery on the production lino of high quality spruce limbor remarkably uni- 
form in color and texture, iowever, depletion of supplies and. utilization of 
shorter lengths in laminated structures has resulted. in lowering the standards 
as to what constitutes an aircraft grade log and by so doing introduces less 
uniformity öf color in the lumber produced. 

Of the discoloration in spruce not caused by fungi, the most frequent- 
ly encountered were internal or included. sapwood., red- streaks of diverse types, 
pitch streaks, and machine burn. Of the discolorations definitely associated 
with fungi the most common were brick-red. stain, orange stain, blue stain in 
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both ieartwood anö. sapwood, surface molds, and various color abnormalities 
indicative of decay. Each of these types of discoloration was investigated 
and the discolored wood was evaluated as to ìt usability in the manufacture 
of aircraft. 

If past experience or previous investigation indicated that a dis- 

coloration definitely was or was not significant as an indication of reduced 

strength, no tests were performed, but for all discolorations about which 

there was a reasonable doubt, standard toughness tests were made. Table i 

gives the data or all discolored specimens tested. More elaborate and in- 

clusive tests are planned hut the need for immediate information has dictated 

the issuance of this preliminary report. 

Por the toughness tests, standard size test specimens, 5/8 X 5/8 X 10 

inches, wore employed. For each discoloration, the specimens were of air- 

craft quality as concerns direction of grain, density and number of ringo 

per inch. All control specimens were side matched and duplicated as nearly 
as possible the discolored specimen in all features other than color. The 

test specimens were brought to moisture content equilibrium between 8 and 
12 percent by storing them for several weeks in a c6ntrolled humidity of 
62 percent and temperature of 750 F. - The testo were made on a FPL Tougbnss 
Testing Machine through the courtesy of the Yale University School of Forestry. 

Included Sawood 

Included sapwood, often referred to as internal sapwood, has been de- 
fined as maoses or concentric zones included in the heartwood, having the 

appearance and technical properties of sapwood»' It is particularly common 
in spruce. Usually it is associated with old scars such as those made by 

falling trees, which, as they slip down the trunk of adjacent trees, scrape 

off the bark and expose the underlying sapwood-. This exposed sapwood is soon 

covered with pitch arid eventually with callus tissue. In some instances 

wood-destroying and wood-staining fungi gain entrance and cause their 

characteristic destruction or staining. In many casos the sapwood behind and 

adjacent to the scars never changes into tn:ical heartwood 'out instead remains 
as apparently normai sapwood, or included sapwoqd-, conipletely enclosed by 
normal hoartwood. Included oapwood extends 1aterlly or circumfirentially 
from 5 to 30 inches beyond pach side of the scar end up to 20 feet from either 

end. It usuil1y is about one inch, rarely two or more inches, in depth 
radially. in color and general appearance included sapwood is often indis- 

tinguishablo frein normal sapwood but not uncommonly it is slightly darker. 

Infrequently another type of included sapwood is found in spruce. All 

of the wood in one or two, seldom more, annual rings partially or completely 
encircling the stem, retains the eppearance öf normal sapwcod-. To vicible 

wounds have been observed in association with this type but it is likely that 

lightning, drought or some other adverse environmental factor mar be the cause. 

Included sapwood in the toots made in this study was slightly higher 
in toughness and. slightly lower in specific gravity than the matched controls. 
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There is no reason for discrimination against included. sapwood for aircraft 
construction, unless it is accompanied by rejectable defects such as cross 
or end grain, large pitch streaks, and pitch or bark pockets. Any or all 
of, these defects may occur at or near the scar, but have not been observed 
elsewhere in association with included sapwood. 

RED STREAKS 

Various kinds of red streaks occur commonly in spruce. All of those 
observed in this study were in the heartwood and. may be separated into two 
broad classes depending on whether the streaks extend vertically up and 
down the tree parallel to the grain or radially across the grain. 

Vertical Red. Streaks 

Almost invariably there is a narrow red band or zone at the outer 
margin of the included sapwood that is associated. with injuries or scars. 
It is usually between 1/4 and. 1/2 inch wide as seen on an edge-grain board. 
Microscopically the color appears to be concentrated in the rays but to 
the unaided eye it is uniformly distributed throughout the streak. A 
similar but often wider red streak occurring in the outermost heartwood 
next to the sapwood is common in uninjured Alaskan spruce but relatively 
infrequent in spruce from the coast of Oregon and Washington. Present in- 
formation indicates that it is not an abnormal coloration but is a natural 
and normal stage ii the transformation of sapwood to heartwood. Both these 
types of reddish streaks occur as straight bands closelyfollowing the 
annual rings and usually frbm 2 to 10 or more rings Wide. Somewhat different 
in this respect are reddish streaks originating at small injuries and at 
knots. Those originating at small injuries angle inward diagonally across 
the grain from the wound. as seen on an edge-grain board. and then usually 
straighten out and follow the annual rings. T1ioe originating at imots 
usually angle across the grain and. in addition are not sharply delimited 
from normal-colored. heartwood but generally merge rather indistinctly into 
it both along the sides and. at the end. 

None of these types of red. streak are indicative of any serious weak- 
ness in the wood. In the tests made, toughness did. not vary more than 2 
percent except in the red streaked. wood originating at knots, where toughness 
was reduced 8 percent, Specific greity was almost identical in all cases. 
There is no reason for discriminating against any of these types of red. 

streak as long as there are not other rejectable defects present. 

Radial Red Streaks 

A reddish or resin-colored discoloration occurring occasionally in 
spruce is that variously known as "radial red- Streak,U "strawberry mark," 
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or UMrthmark. When viewed on an edge-grain faces 
euch discolorations are 

of two general types, those that are irregular in shape but tend to be 
broadly wedge-shaped with the apex toward the center of the tree, and those 
that are long, narrow and pointed at both ends, and roughly spike- or spindle- 
shaped. The first type is ucually light colored, varies in size from one to 

several square inches, and sometimes is associated with a slight dip or 
deviation in the grain. The other type is ixually darker colored and nearly 
always is associated with a marked deviation or general disturbance of the 
grain. The rays in both types are larger and more conspicuous than normal 
and appear to be filled with an amber or resin-colored material, probably 
resinous in nature. No tests were made on radial red streaks in this study. 
In practice there has been no discrimitjon against those streaks in which 
there is little or no grain deviation but they probably should not be used 
in heavily stressed parts of small dimensions. 

Concerning the narrow spike type in which there is marked grain 
deviation, one reputable manufacturer of wing and aileron spars reports that 
tests made in his laboratory have shown that such discolorations are indica- 
tive of reduced toughness and should not be acceptable for aircraft use. 
The local grain deviation associated with this kind of radial red streak 
usually extends over more than one-fourth of the wide face of a board and 
would call for rejection under paragraph E-3a of the specification. Spike- 
type red streaks with marked grain deviation occur infrequently enough that 
to always discriminate against them will have little effect upon the produc- 
tion of aircraft spruce. 

PITCH POCKETS, SEAMS, A1ID STREAKS 

These defects and discolorations are well knoi and are specifically 
referred to in Army-Navy aeronautical specifications "out are included here 
for completeness, Pitch pockets are usually lens-shaped openings between 
annual rings, and are filled with liquid or solid resin and occasionally 
bark. Pitch seams are usually much longer and narrower than pockets but 
otherwise are identical. Pitch streaks are usually elongated zones where 
the original wood structure is unchanged except for more or less complete 
infiltration with resin. All forms o± pitch or resin defects result from 
injury to the living troc but usually the exact causes and the method of 
formation are not specifically 1'own. Limitations on the acceptance of 
these defects are given in detail in Army-Navy Aeronautical Specification 
AN-S-6a, Spruce; Aircraft. 

Occasionally there occurs in spruce a discoloration simlar to the 
so-called Ublack streakit or ttblack check" in Western These streaks 

,/Soe Forest Products Laboratory Mimeograph No. 1391, ftRadial Streak (red) and 
Giant Resin Ducts in Spruco» by Eloise Gerry, Senior Microscopist, Aug. 1942. 

4/See Forest Products Laboratory Mimeograph No. 1500, "Black Streak in Western 
Hemlock: Its Characteristics and Influence on Strength," by R. F. Luxford, 
Senior Engineer, L. W. Wood, Associate Engineer and Eloise erry, Senior 
Microscopist, December 1943. 
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usually originate at a pitch or bark pocket and. may extend l'or several inches 
along the grain into otherwise normal wood, In the past the small wounds or 
scars at which they originate have been referred. to generally as ttbjrd POCk.!? 

Except whore actual openings occur or where the grain is very irregular, such 
black streaks in spruce should be acceptable for aircraft construction On 
the same basis as recommended. for Western hemlock. Limitations on their 
acceptance are given in paragraph E-5a(2) of the specification. 

MACHINE BURN 

Occurring occasionally in spruce are burns or scorches caused 'by the 
overheating of the wood by high speed. machines, particularly planers. In 
color they vary from a barely perceptible surface scorching to a deep brown, 
almost black, darkening of the wood. The extent to which machine burn is 
permissible depends on its depth, on the size of the piece, and on the extent 
to which it may be removed in further surfacing operatiom. In general, 
machine burn that does not penetrate deeper than 1/64 inch on finished. lumber 
has little if any significance. Anything more severe than that should be 
rejected. for highly stressed. members, 

STAINS CAUSED BY NON-DECAY FtJI'TGI 

In spruce the common discolorations caused. by nondecay fungi are blue 
stain of the sapwood, oftri referred. to as sapstain, 'clue stain of the 
heartwood, brick-rod. tain, orange stain, and miscellaneous surface molds. 
These stains and. molds vary greatly in abundance and distribution, being 
dependent on climatic conditions and manufacturing methods. They can 'b 

controlled by mothod indicated. for the prevention of blue stain. 

Bluo Stain of the Sawood. 

Sapwood that has not been seasoned. or that is allowod to become moist 
again after seasoning is subject to blue stain unless it has been dipped. or 
sprayed. with toxic chemicals that prevent the growth of stain fungi. The 
warm weather during the spring and summer months in the coastal region of 
Oregon and Washington offers conditions favorable for the staining fungi. 

Sap stain may occur in logs left too long before sawing as longitudinal 
streaks inward from the cut ends and. as lateral or radial patches where the 
bark is punctured. or i±ocked off and. the sapwood. eqcsod. Much of t4 sapwood. 
so stained is dabbed, off in sawing and the resultant lumber degrade is 
relatively slight, 

Sap stain in lumber is often more serious. In a few weeks und-er optimum 
conditions all the sapwood. may he affected and. the amount of degrado is far 
from negligible. Included sapwood is apparently as susceptible to blue stain 
as normal sapwood.. 
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Blue stained. sapwood. is not acceptable for aircraft construction. No 
toughnez tests of it were made in this study. In most other species in 
which it has been tested., 'clue stain caucos moderate decrease in toughness, 

The sapwood. of spruce logs long immersed. in salt water is pale green- 
ish-blue when freshly cut. This color disappears when the lumber is seasoned. 
and no significance need be attached to it. It can readily be distinguished 
from sapstaìn by the greenish tint, the uniformity of the color throughout 
the wood affected, and tho absence of any streakiness. 

Blue Stain in the Heartwood. 

For most kinds of wood. blue stain occurs in moist sapwood. only, but 
in spruce the heartwood. is also susceptible. Whether the same fungi are 
responsible for the staining of both heartwood and sapwood is not yet known 
definitely 'cut the indications are that such is not the case. 

Hea'twood exposed. at the ends of logs in the woods is subject to stain, 
but unless the 1ogs are left for many months the stain extends inward only 
a few inches. It occurs primarily in the dense summerwood of the annual 
rings and after quarter-sawing shows up as straight lines 1/16 inch or 
narrower in width and. dark 'clue or blue-black in color. 

Much more common is the 'clueing of heartwood occurring as a yard stain 
in sawed. lumber that is improperly stacked. or kept in storage too long under 
moist conditions. It shows up on quarter-sawed lumber as a light blue 
mottling or blotching with the stain primarily in the rays, on flat-sawed 
lunber as a more unifQrm 'clueing with the narrow cross-sectional area of the 
rays somewhat darker. 

Blue stained heartwoocl is not being utilized. for aircraft construction 
although it is not specifically barred by specification. The principal de- 
terrent to the use of blue stained lumber of any kind, other than its un- 
sightliness, is that the conditions that allowed. the 'clue stain fungi to 
penetrate and discolor the wood are at the same time favorable for infection 
of the wood. with decay fungi. Bxtremely light or faint 'clueing probably 
Causes slight, if any, reduction in the toughness of the wood. but heavy or 
severe 'clueing may by itself significantly reduce strength and at the same 
time mask the presence of wood-destroying fungi. Blue stain is not a stage 
of decay but frequently may be accompanied by decay. No tests o± blue 
stained. heartwood. were made in this study. 

Brick-Red Stain 

Spruce wood is peculiarly susceptible to a discoloration commonly 
referred to as brick-red. stain. It is caused by a fungas entirely distinct 
from those that cause 'clue stain but one that is common and widespread. in 
the coastal region of the Pacific Northwest. In logs and. cits it enters 
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shakes, seams, and checks ana. causes a 1Drick-re. color not visible on the 
outoide and. apparently not usually penetrating the wood very deeply beyond 
the infection zone. Occasionally when a log i opened up the stain is 
precent some distance from the surface but careful examination indicates 
that it occurs at or near a shake or seam that may have been present in the 

Gtanding tree but more likely occurred during fe11in or bucking. On rough 
lumber brick-red stain frequently develops on the surface where two wet 
boards or a board and sticker ere in direct contact for long periods of 
time under conditions that do not allow for rapid seasoning. The stain 
appears first as spots but in severe cases it entirely covers the affected 
surfaces. Observations indicate that there is a tendency for it to occur 
in wood that is somewhat wetter than that in which blue stain alone develops. 
The two stains frequently develop together on the same surface, but even 
then the brick-red staifl appears to be concentrated where the moisture 
content is higher. 

Brick-red stain even when allowed to develop for several months in 

lumber seldom penetrates deep in the wood. Planing will ordinarily remove 
all or practically all evidences of it, Reports from abroad indicate that 
by the time imseasoned lumber is received there, this stain has penetrated 
deeply into the sapwood but nothing as bad as that ha been observed in 
this country. 

Past practice indicates that little if any significance should be 
attached to brick-red stain in spruce. During the past and the present war 
it has not been considered to be anything other than a harmless discoloration. 
As with blue stain, however, the conditions that allow brick-red stain to 
develop are conducive to decay, so extra precautions should be taken to 
determine that it is not accompanied by decay. No tests were made on it in 
this studr, 

Orange Stain 

Similar to brick-red stain in all respects but color is a rather 
uncommon orange-colored surface discoloration o± spruce lumber. It is 

caused by one or more fungi of unknown identity. 3rickrod stain has been 
observed most commonly on rough lumber, and orange stain on planed surfaces 
tightly pressed together under moist conditions. It probably would rarely 
be found in lumber of aircraft quality, for it is difficult to see how much 
high grado planed lumber could conceivakly he left very long under condi- 
tions conducive to such staining. When present, it probably has no more 
significance than brick-red stain. It has not been observed penetrating 
to depths greater than 1/4 inch. ITo tests were made on t in this study. 

Miscellaneous Surface Molds 

Occurring under the same conditions leading to the appearance of the 
foregoing stains are many surface molds causing a variety of colors, usually 
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creen to black, on opruce lumber, Almost invariably tle1r are removed by 
ordinary planing and have no significance as ind.icatins of weakness. 

DISCCLORATIO1TS OAUSBD BY WOOD-DESTROYING PTJNG 

All of the abnormal colots previously discussed have been of non- 
decay origin and any decay found in association with them is coincidental; 
decay may be associated with them acóidentally or because they result from 
conditions favorable to decay but they have no diagnostic value in the de- 
tection of decay. n the following discussion the common rots of spruco aro 

considered with particular reference to the discolrations that directly 
indicate their early or incipient stages. 

General forest pathological investigations carried on throughout the 
preceding 30 years along with detailed studies of the decays of spruce during 
World War I and now under way again have shown that fr this species there 
are snore than a dozen wood-destroying fungi that rot the heartwood of living 
trees, and several of these fungi plus many others decay both heartwood and 
sapwood in logs and lumber. No attempt will be made here to present compre- 
hensive information on all these rots individually but only to describe them 
in general terms with detailed discussion of thos most likely to confuse 
inspectors. 

Presusnably, inspectors of aircraft spruce are able through their 
training and experience to identify advanced decay. Its color, söftness, 
brashness, texture, and general appearance are reliable criteria and will 
be discussed here only in their relation to other less obvious features 
indicative of early or incipient rot. The detection of incipient rot re- 
quies careful attention primarily to color changes that are often minute 
but distinctive, and presupposes that the inspector is well acquainted with 
the normal color variation in spruce wood. 

Thediscolorations in spruce that indicate the presence of decay are 
yellow streaks, brown streaks, brown spots, brown pits or pockets, white pits 
or pockets, and zone lines. In addition an abnormal reddish or brownish 
mottling, with no regular pattern such as described for the red streaks pre- 
viously discussed, is sometimes indicative of decay. Decay that cannot be 
detected visually does occur in spruce as well as in other woods. In the 
absence of any obvious identifying features of decay, the inspector must 
depend o other criteria such as over-all appearance of the wood, reaction 
to machining, lack of sheen, testing the brittleness or brashness with a 
pick or the tip of a knife blade, or some mechanical test for strength. 

Yellow Streaks 

In lumber that appears to be otherwise perfectly normal, yellow streaks 
of varying width and length have Theen observed. As seen on an edge-grain 
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surface, they are usually 1/2 inch to 1 inch, seldom 2 inches or more, in 

width and up to 20 feet in length, tapering near the tip until the yellow 

color gradually merges into normal wood. In single boards there often is no 

connection with obviously decayed wood, but observations on logs when first 

opened up indicate that yellow streaks always originate in typical rot. In 

color the streaks vary from brownish yellow near the base where there is 

close association with obvious rot, to bright yellow throughout host of 

their length, fading out to a pale yellow near the tip. 

Microscopical study of the wood, in yellow streaks disclosed bore 

holes in the cell walls and the mycelium of wood-destroying fungi, ìn every 

case examined, even where the color was only faintly yellow. 

With 84 tests as a basis, yellow streak was 32 percent lower in tough- 

ness than the controls, though specific gravity was not reduced. Yellow 

streak associated with visible rot was 48 percent lower in toughness, bright 

yellow with no visible rot, 28 percent lower, and pale yellow as at the uDper 

end of such streaks, 25 percent lower. Yellow streak is definitely one stags 

of decay and, should always be rejected. for aircraft construction. Ordinarily, 

removing all of the yellow discoloration will be sufficient without removing 

much adjacent normal-colored, wood. 

3rown Streak and, Zones 

Several of the most COmmQn heart rots of spruce produce as the earliest 

indication of incipient rot a perceptible browning of otherwise normal-appear- 

ing heartwood, In color such streaks and zones vary from light yellowish- 

browñ to light chocolate-brown, easily distinguishable in most cases from 

normal heartwood. These brown zones may extend laterally for several inches 

and longitudinally as streaks for several feet beyond the advanced stage. The 

change from the pinkish normal color of heartwoo. to a definite shade of brown 

is accompanied usually by the loss of the satiny sheen so characteristic 
of 

spruce. The wood appears dull and lifeless. 

Microscopically, the wood in brown streaks and zones is definitely in 

an early stage of decay. Fungus mycelium and bore holes are common. Because 

it is so obviously an early stage of decay, no tests were made on it in this 

study. It should always 'se rejected for aircraft construction. The prefer-- 

able plan is to reject from aircraft lumber not only all of the visible dis- 

coloration but at least 2 inches across the grain and 2 feet with the grain 

beyond the discoloration. 

Brown Siots 

One of the most important rots found in spruce aircraft lumber, often 

referred to by mill men as pi1e burn, l is one for which the first indications 

are a faint brown spotting or mottling similar to that made by drops of oil 
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on 3easoned wood. Even at this stage, however, the wood. in the discolored. 
spots is usually soft enough to easily dent with oriets fingernail. In the 
advanced stage the wood in these spots becomes darker brown and crumbly, 
about the texture and consistency of charcoal. In some cases the original 
spots or patches coalesce, extending longitudinally so that the advanced 
rot appears on quarter-sawed, or edge-grain, luniber as narrow streaks up to. 
a foot or more long. Even when the rot in the spots or streaks is in the 
advanced stage it frequently is completely concealed. in lumber more than i 
inch in thickness, a factor that increases the difficulty f detection and 
rejection of lumber containing this rot. The situation is further compli- 
cateci by the fact that in green lumber the incipient stage is practically 
indistinguishable by color, the brownish discoloration showing up only alter 
drying or seasoning. 

Present information does not offer any clues as to improved. or more 
efficient detection methods for this rot. Inspectôrs of green iwober can be 
expected to find only that rot that is in the advanced stage on the surface. 
The largor the dimensione into which green lumber is sawed, the less likely 
that all the rot will be found and eliminated at the mill. However, when 
larger sizes are resawed., past e.cperience shows that careful inspection at 
prefabrication and aircraft plants will eliminate afl or practically all of 
the rot. 

Ire tests were made in this study on wood containing rot of this te 
but in praebice all visible rot should be eliminated, and in addition all 
adjacent showing any unusual variation in color should. be removed. An 
abnormal reddish or brownish general discoloration bas at times been ob- 
served in advance of the first evidence of the definite brown SDots but 
much more frequently there is nothing to indicate the presence of incipient 
decay. It is preferable to remove at least 2 inches e.crcss the grain and. 
2 feet with the grain beyond any recognizable decay of this type. 

One method'ueed in the aircraft !ndustry in Great Britain to dis- 
tinguish between areas of incipient decay (dote) and. harmless stains iO tO 
raise with the tip of a knife a few fibers in the suspected. areas and 
observe whether they are brittle and break off short above the knife blade, 
By uso of this test suspected areas or spots can be compared with adjacent 
sound wod. It is a handy end. valuable tool in the hands of' a 1jfd 
inzpctor, 'but if used without sufficient caution may lead to the rejection 
of goot material. 

5/PLecognition of decay and insect damage in timbers for aircraft and other 
purposes. 18 pp., 12 figs,, London, H. M. Stationery Office, 1943. 
Prepared. by Porest Products Research Laboratory, Princes Risborough, 
Aylesbury, Bucks., England, 
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Brown Pits r Pockets 

Other types of brown rot eccur rather commonly in 1ivìn trees but 
are usu.a11y ietected and. eliminated in the selection of aircraft grade lum- 
ber. All of them have for their advance stages a brown cubical or crumbly 
rot, varying in color from light to dark brawn. With the exception of brown 
øtreaks in occasional cases, there are very few features to assist in the 
detection of incipient decay of these types. One is a faint reddish, yellow- 
ish or brownish color imparted to invaded. wood, either as a broadcast mottling 
or as indeterminate areas of discoloration with no. uniformity in size or shape, 
In general, reddish discolorations may be onsjdered indicative of decay 
whenever they do not agree with the descriptions for the harmless red streaks 
previously treated in this paper. 

Another indication of the early stages of decay by those brown rots is 

that widely scattered brown pits or pockets are sometimes produced. These 
pits may be very small and oval, about the size and..shape of a grain of wheat, 
with the long axis following the grain, or they may be irregular in shape, 
round or angular, seldom over a half inch in their longest dimension, and. 

frequently runniig across the grain. Whenever present they are positive proof 
of decay and must be eliminated. from aircraft lumber. Because of the absence 
in many cases of any variations in normal color to indicate these types of 
incipient rot, the only safe procedure is to cull sevorey for them. About 4 

inches across the grain and about 5 feet with the grain beyond any visible 
symptoms of decay should be removed. 

White Pits or Pockets 

The rots of struce having white pits or pockets in their advanced 
&tages frequently produce in their incipient stages the brown streaks and 
zones previously described. The its vary considerably in size and. shape 
but most commonly are oval and. about 1/4 inch in length. They are somotice 
loosely lined. or filled with strands of cellulose cioseiy resembling cotton 
fibers. Whenever present, either with or without brownish discolerations 
they are positive proof of decay and must he removed from aircraft lumber. 
The only sure way to do this is rerove at least 2 inches across the grain and 
2 feet with the grain beyond. any visible discoloration. 

Zone Lines 

The production of so-called zone linee sometimes, but by no means 
always, accompanies the decay of wood. by some fungi. These lines aro usually 
black, brownish-black, brown, or yellowish-brown but occasionally may be 
various other dark colors. They may be straight as if drawn with a ruler or 

thoy may be intricately curved. Usually when present there will be other 
indications of decay. Whenever zone lines are observed, they are positive 
proof of decar and. require tho rejection of the wood containing them. 
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abie 1,--Relative toughness and specific gravity of Sitka spruce with various discolorations 

:Logs :Tests Average : Averae toughness : Ratio to 
Discolorations 

: : : specific gravity e---- ---------------- controls 
: : : ------------------- :Discolored:ached 

: :Discolored:Motched :specimens :controls: 
: : 1speciTiens :cotrols: : 

: o. : : In.-Ih. :In.-lb, : Percent 

Included sapwood 
; ; ; ; ; 

with heartwood controls ..... : 16 : 81 : 0.38 0.39 : 122 : 120 : 102 

with sapwood controls ..... : 6 : 23 : .38 : .39 : 138 : 137 : 101 

Total and average ; ;104 : .3 .39 127 124 102 

Vertical red streals in heartwood: 
; ; ; At outer margin of included sapwood : 15 : 77 : .39 : .39 : 119 : 117 : 102 

In outer heartwood 
: : : 

: : 

with heartwood controls ..... : 10 : 42 : .41 : .42 : 139 : 142 : 

with sapwood controls ; 9 ; 39 ; .41 . ; 141 ; 140 : 101 

0riginatin at slight injuries .... ; 4 : 19 : .40 ; .41 ; 123 ; 125 : 98 

Originating at knots ... ..... : 2 : 12 .38 : .3 : 126 : 137 : 92 

Total and average :189 40 : .40 : 129 : 129 : 100 

Yellow streaks in heartwood : : : : : : 

Associated with visible rot ..... : 2 : 21 : .42 : .40 : 82 : 159 : 52 

Bright yellow color alone ..... 3 29 .41 : .41 : 106 147 72 

Pale yellow color alone ... 3 34 .38 .40 137 183 75 

Total and average 84 .40 .40 112 134 68 


